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About This Game

Features

Challenge your stealth skills by using cover, remaining silent, and staying alert to avoid enemies. Utilize the clang of a
wrench to distract, spray a fire extinguisher to obstruct view, and more to help you slip by.

Stay tough! Enemies react to the environment, staying alert for noise and working together to hunt down targets.

Look out for others by recruiting and protecting fellow workers as they disable security networks. Enlist the help of Rent
a Cops to help you take down patrols.

Find hidden perks to help you gain the edge and increase your chances of survival.

3 difficulty modes are available to suit your play style: Easy, Normal, and Hard.

Available for Windows, Linux, & Mac OS X.

Free Extras

Includes Turnover's main theme in FLAC format: "A Hostile Takeover" by Jeremiah Pena.
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Includes custom level support. Refer to extras/CustomLevelDocumentation/index.html for details.

Story

In near future America, the emergence of corporate monopolies has placed a strangle hold on the economy. Among a glut of
mass privatization, corporations begin contracting private military security firms to protect their assets. Setting a controversial
precedent, defense contractor Grand Robotics Inc. deploys a private security firm to be their "Mergers & Acquisitions" arm.

After a failed attempt to buy out competing Bartleby Automation, Grand Robotics turns to their security firm to execute a
"hostile takeover" of their competitor. The firm storms into Bartleby's corporate HQ and locks the building down.

In Turnover you play Clea Holden, a Bartleby worker who becomes caught in the middle of the crisis. Coming to the conclusion
that the situation is too volatile, Clea hatches a desperate plan to escape. She must find freedom, armed with only her

determination to survive.
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First Look Review - will update as I play more

Plays just like the first Claws & Feathers game. The setting is pirate themed. One of the birds even has an eyepatch! The
"choose a level" screen is a pirate map.

For those who haven't played the first game, here's the basics on gameplay. The beginning levels do a great job of introducing
one element of gameplay at a time, so the player doesn'' get overwhelmed all at once. Gameplay is Turn-Based. There is no
enemy, you are playing against yourself and time. After each turn you make, eggs will drop onto the grid and hatch in a turn or
two unless you place an object on it. You play by clicking on an object (bird, key, bomb, etc) and holding the click button drag
the object where you want it to go and release button to drop it. Drag a bird next to two birds all of the same color and they will
fly off the screen (leaving the grid squares they were on empty). Get rid of cats by having two or more of the same color bird
surround a cat, and they will fly away with it. Later levels introduce heavier cats which take more birds to fly them.

Each level has some goals if you want to get a silver or gold rating on that level. In the first game the object was to free the
caged eggs that were stolen by the cats. In this one you have to open treasure chests and get coins (booty!). Optional goals can be
stuff like: "do it in X number of turns" or "clear 75% of the board before opening all the chests" or "bomb all the barrels".
These are optional but add a nice extra purpose to the gameplay, at least for me! I just wish the game had achievements.

tl;dr version:

Turn-Based Strategy Puzzle Game (later levels get very difficult)
Cute Cartoony Graphics and sounds
Funny dialogue (some story but not heavy--focus of game is on gameplay strategy)
Can Repeat Levels to get better score
No Achievements :-(. The game has a lot of potential. When I was hosting a multiplayer game it flowed nicely for the first two
levels, for me. My friends however were having lot's of lag. Which I had gotten when we got to level three.
The game has a very unique and enjoyable cast of characters which was enjoyable to see what they can do. They are varied
enough to have enough replayability. The game has a very Risk of Rain feel to it. Which I blew a ton of hours in and was
looking forward to something similar but familiar. And this game was very much it. If they fix the latency issues and
multiplayer bugs. I would very much change my opinion of this game if they fixed it and would buy it again.. SPOILER
ALERT!
Helltown is a really solid horror game with some problems.

Pros:
- subtlety
- nice retro graphics
- has a weird but unsettling atmosphere
- multiple endings

But despite these good things there are some problems with this game.
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The biggest Problem in my opinion is that the shift in the game happens much too fast.
The timespan you have to get to know the people and the town itself is much too short.
Also the game gets really repetitive after the shift happens, as pretty much the entire game consists of being chased by monsters
that can kill you far to easily since you have nowhere to hide (when compared to games like Amnesia or SOMA where this isn't
that much of a problem since there are plenty of places to hide from monsters, which by the way adds some extra tension since
you aren't sure if you are safe in your hiding place).

I think the beginning of the game has this really unsettling Blue Velvet like atmosphere, since the town and it's inhabitants seem
too perfect to be true. The nightmare sequence that happens during the first night is pretty much the scariest thing in the entire
game (it really reminds me of the dream sequences in Twin Peaks), and I think there should be some more of those. Also the
key chase that happens midway during the game should be less frustrating since it's pretty much trial and error until you find the
keys and actually make it to the exit. This is a shame since the scene afterwards where you want to leave town is one of the most
atmospheric moments of the game. The sequence where you are in the town which seems to be in hell is good as it is. The
church sequence on the contrary is probably the most frustrating part of the game. This just isn't fun or scary at all. The church
is just a maze full of enemies that chase you down to no end.

I think what you could do to make the game better is:

- Make the beginning longer with more days where you just explore the town as it gradually gets weirder and weirder.
- Add some more dream sequences as they are really great.
- Make the key hunt less frustrating (maybe by adding some hiding spots)
- Let the sequence where you have to search the seals as it is since the chases fit perfectly for this part of the game
- Give the church part an overhaul to make it less frustrating and more interesting (less chases, more puzzles)

But all in all this is a solid game, aside the mentioned cons I really liked the game.

. The graphics are unique and eye-catching, with that very pleasing retro feel -- something you'd expect of the early 90's. Looks
very hand done, which adds to the charm. The story creates a sense of urgency while playing, and complements the post-
apocalyptic atmosphere. I can tell a lot of care went into the construction of each level, and I enjoyed the little details -- a pretty
tree that you can climb into for no reason other than to have a nice place to sit, for example. The gameplay itself is reminiscent
of oldschool platformers with which you're already familiar, but also draws inspiration from modern games in the genre; the
level design could be compared to Super Meat Boy (as another player mentioned) and the combat reminds me somewhat of
Spelunky, or really just any 2D game that involves jumping and shooting.

What I love about this game is that you are left to your own devices to figure out ways to beat each level. There's no tutorial
(you can find the controls in the menu), and you're given no strategies or hints for completing each level. That is what makes
this game truly retro, and it's something that I miss from 90% of new video games. You'll find yourself at times questioning if
you can make a certain jump, or if there's any concievable way to defeat a certain enemy or obstacle. This forces you to get
your hands dirty and really play the game. It's a puzzle, it's a real challenge, it's action-packed, and it definitely requires some
skill -- don't expect After Rain to hold your hand and drag you through each level (I'm looking at you, modern Zeldas). If you're
looking for a game that provides you with a challenge, rather than just stealing your time, then After Rain is a worthy purchase.
I will definitely be coming back to this game until I beat it.. Have to restart a level because i was unaware and fall in water after
10 minutes.
10 /10. Less than 7 cents per game. A bargain at twice the price!. This isn't a game, it's a 5-10 minute experience without
interaction. I've seen most people get scared of the Brookhaven Demo, I've seen people freak out at the claustrophobia from the
$2.99 Unseen Diplomacy. Conversely, this title made people angry I wasted their time putting it on.

It's a conceptually great idea with an implentation that probably took at least an hour or two in the Unity editor. I'd still have
asked for a refund if this was a $1 app.. Excellent stand-alone expansion pack for Painkiller.

The design captures the Painkiller style, the variety is splendid - we will visit beautiful cathedral, town, cemetery, catacombs,
dry sea, ruins, mountains where Painkiller's climbing mechanic really comes in handy. Some levels are open - unlike other
Painkiller locations you're not forced to basically walk through narrow linear corridor without ability to backtrack, and can
freely roam around the big location. This part of the game is executed brilliantly - such locations are very interesting to explore,
and it's a huge pleasure to discover the landmarks.
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Each level has unique memorable features - magnificent architecture, dark part and stairway to Heaven of the Cathedral,
amazing variety of locations and buildings in Haunted City and Forgotten Valley, nice industrial scenery and cool fight against
whole army of enemies with new strong weapon in Hangar, depressing atmosphere of Dry Sea, stunning vistas of Gloomy
Mountains and Tower of Power. In the mountains I didn't notice a single tiling texture, which is very impressive considering the
fact that this engine clearly isn't megatexture-wielding IdTech5.

Fans of standard Painkiller game type won't be deprived - two levels are in classic style where the player follows a linear path
and is blocked by slabs during battle.

On top of that - story which features very entertaining witty dialogues.

And don't think that it's going to be too short. Even though there are only six levels, for the most of them each one is as long as
4-5 regular Painkiller levels, and variety of the design ensures that it won't feel like you're stuck in the same decorations for too
long time either.

It's too bad that this game didn't reach its full potential due to JoWood publisher who forced the developers to release it too
soon. It's amazingly entertaining how it is, and with more levels, more new weapons and monsters it would definitely become
the best part of Painkiller series.. Quick delivery; instant. Value for Alpha Eve players. Useful for skill training. PLEX means
you can obtain useful stuff.
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pros:

game minus controls

cons:

controls. Everytime i start it up, it freezes on checking build id. My goodness, this is an awful game.

I see what they are trying to do, I really do. Meridian: New World is trying to be a throwback to the good old days of Westwood
and Command and Conquer, and has many good ideas along the way, but it fails on too many levels to be anything but a waste
of money. Poor controls, optimization, visuals, voice acting, and a general feeling of shabbiness ruin what may have, at one
time, had the potential for an interesting experience.

There is the germ of good ideas here; you can customize the loadouts of individual units upon construction, which is always
neat, and the story is attempting to be that rarest of beasts, a character-driven RTS. You, the player, have a branching tech tree
that allows you to perfom actions like healing individual units, disable enemy vehicles, that sort of thing. The problem is, like so
many games of a more indie persuasion, the good ideas fail to live up to their potential.

The customizable loadouts are a good idea, but it's done when you start building your units, meaning that by the time it's done,
you may have wanted something different...but too bad! You'll need to build a new one. Compare Dawn of War, which had a
fantastic loadout system.
The story is uninteresting, poorly translated into english, and with pretty awful voice acting. Normally I wouldn't mind this, but
they are clearly trying to use branching, bioware style conversation trees and characterization to drive the plot. Bad voice acting
undermines this goal.
The controls are slow and stiff, with painfully snail-like camera panning, and the ugly, impractical UI doesn't help. In a good
RTS, your units feel alive, and responsive, and you are able to control them with precision and skill. Here, I feel lucky when
they are even able to move where I want them to go. And if I wanted to change the controls to fit my needs, I have exactly two
options to customize controls; mouse sensitivity and a toggle for "camera panning," a mysterious button with no discenerable
effect on gameplay.

The players ability tree works well though. Kudos for that, though it was at first a little unclear how the energy bar that powers
your abilities works. Unfortunately, there is only one faction (something the original Command and Conquer was able to
overcome), and so the tech tree is the only source of variety you're going to get.

Moving on, the game is ugly an poorly optimized. It chugged more than games that look far better than this does, and crashes
frequently. I know this is part of the early access package, but you have to keep it together if you want players to stick with it
until the final release.

Finally, on a less easily described note, the game just feels...shabby. Other early access games have been able to have a feeling
of beauty and vibrancy from the very beginning, but this game feels broken on a more fundamental level.

Taken as a whole, Meridian: New World is, quite, quite awful. It is the product of one man's vision, and where for some games
that means a new experience, here it is clearly the work of someone in way over their head, trying to match the work of those
who are far more skilled. It would take a truly gargantuan effort to make this game worth playing at its final release date, and I
just can't see it happening. Take this game as an example of Steam's famously lax quality control. Or better still, don't take the
game, and go play your favorite good RTS instead.. i havent tried new update, there has been 2 in 2 days, but i will say there are
some issues with the VR gameplay.. it is not quite refined. the game on the other hand is pretty good it seems. I think its rough
around the edges right now but i feel really good about the dev. I believe this game is going to be really neat in due time... he is
talking with players and addressing issues on regular basis so if you want to help shape the game, buy now. if you want it when it
plays great, keep an eye on reviews and i will update when the game is ready.
*update- i would wait on this product for sure, its just to rough right now, ill update when its better
*8\/27 update... i returned the game my 2 weeks was up and it wasnt ready... may try again later on. Just love it.. it zez funzez
. As streaming services gain in popularity, many of us no longer rip tracks to our hard drive, or buy tracks, which leaves us at an
impasse when trying to play most 'Use Your Own Music' games. Luckily for us, Beat Hazard 2 has us covered with the Open
Mic system. This time around, you can use Spotify, or any other stream, to play the game. This, alone, makes the game worth
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the money in my opinion.

There are a few minor quibbles I had with the Open Mic system. One, sometimes the song ends early if there's an extended
quiet period, but that rarely happens. Secondly, and this is hardly the developer's fault, the service used to identify songs,
ACRCloud, is far from perfect. For the most part, it will pick out the track I'm playing, but the 'stickler for detail' in me cringes
everytime it mislabels things. Instead of just displaying the studio album name, most of the time you'll get a compilation album
title from way out in left field, like 'Cowboy Tribute Songs Vol. 25' or '80s Headbanging Karaoke Favorites'. Again, this is a
minor complaint, but still a bit of an annoyance.

As for the game itself, in its current state, it's a smoother, more polished Beat Hazard Ultra. If you liked the first game, you'll
love this one. The developer has stated he's not working on console or mobile ports so he can concentrate on this Windows
release, which is awesome news. I can't wait to see what's next for this game.. Don't even think buying this game, is should be
free until has a decent player base cuz atm you cand find a game with more then 15-20 players and it is nothing different then
pubg or h1z1.. Underneath the admittedly terrible performance and numerous bugs lies the potential for a truly innovative and
great game. If you succeed in getting this game to run, you will find yourself treated to a well-designed and original strategy
RPG with breathtaking visuals, fun gameplay, and a beautifully presented branching narrative. It really feels tragic that this
game's release was so clunky and left so few even able to properly experience it, because underneath it all lies a game that is
truly special.. While the game itself is short, what is presented speaks volumes of careful story crafting. The game is complex on
an emotional scale, ranging from rather funny situations to some deep, sorrowful moments. And all for free. If you are a fan of
visual novels, and you are ready for a pretty good story, then look no further.
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